Risk of natural disturbances makes future contribution of Canada’s forests to the global carbon cycle highly uncertain
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A large carbon sink in northern land surfaces inferred from global carbon cycle inversion models led to concerns during Kyoto Protocol negotiations that countries might be able to avoid efforts to reduce fossil fuel emissions by claiming large sinks in their managed forests. The greenhouse gas balance of Canada’s managed forest is strongly affected by naturally occurring fire with high interannual variability in the area burned and by cyclical insect outbreaks. Taking these stochastic future disturbances into account, we used the Carbon Budget Model of the Canadian Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) to project that the managed forests of Canada could be a source of between 30 and 245 Mt CO2ey r第一 Kyoto Protocol commitment period (2008–2012). The recent transition from sink to source is the result of large insect outbreaks. The wide range in the predicted greenhouse gas balance (215 Mt CO2ey r) is equivalent to nearly 30% of Canada’s emissions in 2005. The increasing impact of natural disturbances, the two major insect outbreaks, and the Kyoto Protocol accounting rules all contributed to Canada’s decision not to elect forest management. In Canada, future efforts to influence the carbon balance through forest management could be overwhelmed by natural disturbances. Similar circumstances may arise elsewhere if global change increases natural disturbance rates. Future climate mitigation agreements that do not account for and protect against the impacts of natural disturbances, for example, by accounting for forest management benefits relative to baselines, will fail to encourage changes in forest management aimed at mitigating climate change.
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Forests and forest management can contribute toward reducing future atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations (1). The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) seeks to reduce emissions (sources) and increase removals (sinks) in the land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF) sector. A large carbon sink in northern land surfaces, inferred from global carbon cycle inversion models (2–5), and to a lesser degree by forest inventory-based analyses (6), led to concerns during international negotiations leading up to the seventh Conference of the Parties (COP7) to the UNFCCC in 2001 that some countries might be able to avoid efforts to reduce fossil fuel emissions by claiming large sinks in the LULUCF sector. New findings have since indicated that northern terrestrial ecosystems are taking up less C than thought (7) and that terrestrial C sinks are weakening (8, 9), but these findings had not yet emerged at the time of the COP7 negotiations. Negotiators addressed their concern about windfall forest C sinks through country-specific caps on accountable emissions and removals from forest management for the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol (2008–2012) (10). Moreover, because countries were uncertain about the contribution to their national GHG balances of various land management activities under Article 3.4 of the Protocol, the negotiators also agreed that countries could wait until the end of 2006 to decide whether to include these activities in their GHG accounting, thereby giving them time to assess the likely contributions.

The net contribution of any forest to the global atmospheric GHG balance is a relatively small difference between several large fluxes: uptake of CO2 by photosynthesis (gross primary production), release of CO2 by autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration, release of CO2, CH4, and N2O by disturbance, and transfer of carbon to the forest products sector, treated as an emission under the current accounting rules of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (11). Changes in one or more of these fluxes can shift the forest toward being a net sink or source of GHGs. For example, emissions from a small proportion of Canadian forests during major disturbance episodes can exceed CO2 uptake through growth in the rest of the country’s forests (12, 13). In addition, the legacy of past natural disturbances and management has a strong influence on future forest GHG budgets because it affects the forest age-class distribution (14, 15). Because stand age is a key factor influencing ecosystem productivity (16–18), changes in forest age-class structure can result in significant change to the rates of C uptake and release from the forest landscape (12). All forest ecosystem GHG fluxes are small, however, relative to the size of the stocks of carbon stored in forest biomass, dead organic matter, and soils (19).

Historical, natural, and anthropogenic factors will influence the future net GHG balance in the managed forests of any country. The degree to which these factors will exert influence over the future forest GHG balance will differ between biomes and between countries. Global change factors, including CO2 fertilization, atmospheric N deposition, and climate change may already be influencing forest productivity (20–22). Whereas increases in net primary productivity (NPP) have been inferred from satellite observations and attributed to these factors, the impact of these factors on net ecosystem productivity (NEP) in boreal forests remains a subject of debate (15, 23). Atmospheric N deposition, which has been presented by some as the principal factor driving European forest GHG sinks, is far less important in boreal North America (24, 25). CO2 fertilization saturates under certain conditions (26), and the positive impacts of beneficial climatic changes (e.g., longer growing seasons) could be negated by other, less beneficial changes (e.g., summer drought) in the same ecosystems (27). Recent results from inversion modeling suggest that northern forests may not be contributing as strongly to a GHG sink as thought (7), narrowing
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Results

Canada’s managed forest was estimated to have acted as net GHG sink for two years in 2000 and 2001 (70 Mt CO$_2$e and 55 Mt CO$_2$e, respectively) before becoming a net source in 2002 (−72 Mt CO$_2$e), and remained a net GHG source through 2022 (Fig. 1) [1 Mt C is equivalent to 3.67 Mt CO$_2$e; emissions of CH$_4$ and N$_2$O are converted to units of CO$_2$-equivalent according to their global warming potentials (11)]. The wide range of possible outcomes was a reflection of the large variation in potential area burned or infested by insects. By 2002, the mountain pine beetle infestation began to severely impact the western Canadian forest, infesting a cumulative area of >100,000 km$^2$ by 2006 (35). We projected the mountain pine beetle infestation to reach its peak in 2009, although its influence on GHG emissions was projected to continue through 2022. Salvage logging to recover beetle-killed wood resulted in increased total wood volume harvested during 2006–2016. Simulation of the anticipated major spruce budworm outbreak in the spruce-fir forests of eastern Canada further contributed to the GHG source of the managed forest. Monte Carlo simulations having the largest annual area burned resulted in extreme emissions, exceeding 400 Mt CO$_2$e in single years (low probability), whereas simulations having the smallest areas disturbed resulted in the best-case scenario of 3 Mt CO$_2$e of emissions in a single year. The combined risk of large-scale wildfires, western mountain pine beetle infestation, increased salvage logging, and the projection of an anticipated severe eastern spruce budworm outbreak (starting sometime between 2008 and 2011) contributed to the forecast of a net GHG source from Canada’s managed forests in 2002–2022.

During the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol, the managed forests of Canada were predicted to be a source of GHGs between 30 and 245 Mt CO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2). The Monte Carlo projections indicated a wide range (215 Mt CO$_2$e yr$^{-1}$ range is equivalent to nearly 30% of the total CO$_2$e emissions in Canada in 2005 (36). The actual emissions in the period will be a single number and will be determined once the actual area disturbed is known.

Discussion

There is a large range in the risk of future GHG emissions from the managed forests of Canada because of the inherent unpredictability of natural disturbances. The asymmetrical shape of the probability distribution (Fig. 2) is a reflection of the disturbance impact risks; the long tail on the left side reflects the low probability of very severe disturbances during the commitment period.
period, whereas the tail on the right side is shorter because there is a limit to how well forests can grow in the absence of disturbance.

Three different types of disturbance influence the shape, width, and position of the GHG probability distribution (Fig. 2): fire, insects, and harvesting. Fire affects the shape and width of the probability distribution but not its location along the x axis given our assumption that the fire regime, as characterized by the fire probability distribution functions, is unchanged during the projection period. The total area burned by forest fire in Canada varies widely from year to year (37) and, consequently, so does the impact of fire on the forest GHG budget. Annual area burned, however, cannot be deterministically predicted because of the influence of unpredictable large weather systems (38, 39). Our approach, using regionally calibrated probability density functions of annual area burned and area affected by forest insect disturbances, provides a mechanism for estimating both the range and likelihood of future forest GHG emissions and removals. Trends in the area annually burned in response to rising temperatures can already be detected (40) and further increases are predicted over the course of this century (41). Over short time horizons, however, these trends are masked by high interannual variability and were therefore not taken into account in this study.

Insect outbreak dynamics are cyclical (42), and consequently, so are insect impacts on the forest GHG balance. During outbreak periods, the entire probability distribution of the 5-year average GHG balance (Fig. 2) is shifted to the left, that is, toward a greater source. Canada’s 2007 submission to the UNFCCC (based on the same modeling framework) reported a net GHG sink in the managed forest during most years in the 1990s, a decade with relatively little insect outbreak activity, and reported net sources in more recent years (36), coincident with the increase in insect outbreak activity. The two insects that have the greatest impact on Canada’s forests, spruce budworm and mountain pine beetle, had cyclical outbreak dynamics during the twentieth century (43–45) and dendrochronological reconstructions indicate that there have been cyclical spruce budworm outbreak dynamics for several centuries in eastern Canada (46), following a ~35-year cycle (43). Insect outbreaks reduce growth rates and kill trees, resulting in large transfers of carbon from biomass to dead organic matter and subsequent decomposition (12). Here, we projected that the current mountain pine beetle outbreak will peak soon in British Columbia, but did not project any expansion of the outbreak across the historical eastern range limit, the Rocky Mountain geodetic barrier (47). Our projections of the anticipated eastern spruce budworm outbreak are based on information from the Spruce Budworm Decision Support System (48) and assumed that the same budworm population control measures will be taken in this outbreak as were taken in the previous outbreak.

The timing of insect outbreak cycles is a key factor influencing the apparent shift from sink to source after 2001 (Fig. 1). During the 1990s insects had relatively small impacts in Canada’s forests, but after 2001 the impacts of the mountain pine beetle outbreak in western Canada started to affect the national forest C budget and continue to do so. Although there have been large mountain pine beetle outbreaks in the recorded past, the current outbreak is the most widespread and severe bark beetle epidemic ever recorded in Canada (45). The carbon impacts of this outbreak will continue for decades until carbon uptake by forest regeneration exceeds carbon release from decomposition of beetle-killed tree biomass and the removal of carbon by salvage logging. Around the time when the impacts of this outbreak are diminishing, the impacts of the anticipated eastern spruce budworm outbreak will start to affect Canada’s national forest carbon budget. Both of these insects affect forest productivity in such a way that their impacts cannot easily be isolated. Unlike fires, which cause large direct emissions, the insects’ most important impacts are indirect—transfers of carbon from living biomass to dead organic matter with subsequent increases in heterotrophic respiration and changes to forest succession and age–class structures. In the modeling approach used here, heterotrophic respiration from insect-killed organic matter cannot be distinguished from other heterotrophic respiration. To fully isolate and quantify the insect impacts, model runs with and without insects would be required for each of several insect species and for all Monte Carlo runs.

Timber harvesting is a planned activity and harvest rates in Canada are set with the goal of achieving a sustained, even flow of harvested wood volume to meet society’s demands and maintain stable employment in the forestry sector. Harvest rates do change in response to disturbance and associated salvage opportunities or disruptions to planned harvest schedules, but harvest impacts tend to remain relatively stable compared with natural disturbance impacts. For this study we assumed that harvested carbon that leaves the ecosystem is emitted immediately to the atmosphere. This assumption conforms to the accounting rules of the Kyoto Protocol but is known to be inaccurate because a large proportion of the biomass C harvested in Canada is accumulating in long-lived wood products and landfills (49).

One possible strategy for reducing GHG emissions from the managed forest is to engage in more aggressive management of natural disturbances. It is, however, not possible to fully control natural disturbances because of the scale and remoteness of Canada’s forests and the characteristics of the disturbance agents involved. The largest 3% of fires in Canada contribute 97% of total area burned (37). These fires typically burn during severe fire weather and are typically extinguished by changes in weather, not by fire suppression. Average public expenditures for fighting forest fires in Canada are $500 to $600 million yr$^{-1}$ (50); these efforts are largely aimed at protecting human life, property, and forest resources. Insect outbreaks have proven equally difficult to contain; bark beetles such as the mountain pine beetle burrow under the bark to feed on tree phloem, making it difficult to apply insecticides, particularly over large infested areas (51). Concerns about insecti-
cide use further reduce the attractiveness of such control options, even where they may be effective (52).

This analysis demonstrates that Canada’s managed forest GHG balance is highly influenced by naturally occurring fires and insect outbreaks. The disturbance rates in Canada are not unique; natural disturbances are an integral part of the ecology of northern forests. Disturbances are increasingly being recognized as the predominant drivers of forest carbon dynamics, particularly for northern high-latitude ecosystems (12, 18, 34, 53). It is therefore not surprising that disturbances are projected here to drive the future carbon budget of Canada’s forests. Although our projections suggest that Canada’s managed forests will continue to act as a net carbon source in the coming decades, largely because of the direct and residual impacts of insect outbreaks, it should be noted that any further increases in disturbance rates would result in even larger carbon losses from these ecosystems. A doubling in average area burned by wildfire is projected for the end of this century (41), and this could result in an increase in emissions up to 100 Mt CO₂-e yr⁻¹ for the managed forest of Canada (54)—a doubling of our projected carbon losses. Conversely, if there is a period in the future with no major ongoing insect infestations (as during the 1990s), then carbon losses during that period will be lower than carbon losses projected here for 2002–2022, where we have a major mountain pine beetle outbreak immediately followed by a major eastern spruce budworm outbreak.

Disturbances are, of course, not the only processes influencing forest C dynamics. Other global change factors, including increased atmospheric CO₂, N deposition, and climate changes may also be affecting forest C dynamics. Having not accounted explicitly for these factors in this analysis, we have likely underestimated the true risk of C loss, but we will also have underestimated the C sink potential of Canada’s managed forest lands. Had we been able to take these non-disturbance-related factors into account, this analysis would have produced a probability distribution similar to that presented in Fig. 2, but shifted to the right if the net effect of global change factors is sink enhancing, or to the left if their net effect reduces sinks. The essence of our findings of a wide range of possible outcomes due to natural disturbance impacts would not change.

North America is estimated to contribute 50–90% of the estimated global terrestrial carbon sink (19), Canada’s managed forest constitutes 13% of the land area in North America and in the 1990s contributed only 2% of the sink (36). If these estimates are correct, then the remaining land areas must be taking up disproportionately more carbon. If Canada’s managed forest transitions to a carbon source, other parts of the global carbon cycle will have to compensate or the atmosphere will accumulate GHGs faster than predicted by using the current estimates of the terrestrial sink strength. Other forested areas, currently estimated to be carbon sinks, may also transition to sources if the impacts of disturbances increase.

In Canada, efforts to influence the carbon balance through forest management, such as increasing harvest rotation lengths, reducing regeneration delays, or increasing stocking densities, may be overwhelmed by natural disturbances. Similar circumstances may arise elsewhere in the future as disturbance rates increase as a result of global change or introduction of invasive species. For example, in countries where fire and insects are easier to manage and control, drought or windthrow could cause significant forest growth losses (55) or dieback (56). An increase in the frequency or intensity of extreme weather events is an anticipated outcome of climate change (57). Extreme weather events and disturbances both pose a risk to terrestrial GHG sinks, and there is already emerging evidence of reduced efficiency of natural sinks (9).

Differing national circumstances will be considered during international negotiations on how to treat forests and forest management in a post-2012 climate mitigation agreement (58). Although forests and forest management can contribute to national and global mitigation portfolios (1), current international GHG accounting rules fail to encourage changes in forest management for the benefit of the atmosphere in countries with the potential for large emissions from natural disturbances, such as wildfire, insect outbreaks, or extreme weather. In Canada, there is a high risk that emissions from natural disturbances might completely negate efforts to affect the GHG balance through forest management because the current accounting rules do not factor out natural and indirect human effects from direct human effects. Because of the risk of natural disturbance impacts and the accounting rules that require that emissions resulting from both human activities and natural events have to be reported, Canada has decided not to elect forest management for its Kyoto Protocol accounting (59).

Research is ongoing to develop approaches to factor out direct human effects from natural and indirect human effects (15) and account for harvested carbon in the forest product sector (49, 60). Future climate mitigation agreements that have successfully negotiated solutions to these issues are a prerequisite to encouraging increased involvement of the forest sector in climate mitigation. For example, greenhouse gas mitigation efforts could be evaluated against a dynamic baseline that could address the impacts of age-class structures or cyclical insect outbreaks. Natural disturbances could be factored out from the accounting by using ex post analyses of expected area burned given fire weather conditions, thus accounting for the benefits of fire suppression efforts (15). Accounting of mitigation activities must, however, also address leakage—increased emissions of GHGs elsewhere resulting from changes in activities. Leakage erodes GHG benefits of mitigation activities if, for example, reduced harvest rates cause replacement of construction lumber with concrete or metal materials with higher net GHG emissions. Accounting systems should provide incentives for land managers to choose activities that increase sinks or reduce sources relative to dynamic baselines that are calculated taking into consideration forest dynamics (age-class structure effects) and natural disturbance events.

Materials and Methods

The geographic scope of this study was the managed forest of Canada (240 million ha) [see supporting information (SI) Text for details]. Provincial and territorial forest resource management agencies provided forest inventory and growth and yield information for this study either directly, or via the Canadian Forest Inventory (CanFI 2001), a national compilation of inventory data for Canada (30). We used national datasets for fire (61) and harvest (62) as input to the model for simulating disturbances during 2000–2005. Provincial and territorial forest management agencies provided insect-monitoring data, additional data on fire and harvesting, and information used to formulate simulation rules. Data describing the area infested by mountain pine beetle were available for 2000–2006, and data for other insects were available for 2000–2005.

We used a Monte Carlo risk assessment approach to project future GHG emissions and removals from Canada’s managed forest. This enabled us to evaluate both the range of potential future outcomes and their probabilities. Six disturbance agents—(i) fire, (ii) spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana Clemens), (iii) mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopk.), (iv) aspen defoliators (Malacosoma disstria Hübner, Choristoneura confictana Walker, and Operophera brucea Hult), (v) jack pine budworm (Choristoneura pinus Freeman), and (vi) hemlock looper (Lambdina fiscellaria fiscellaria Guenée)—have historically had the greatest impact on forest dynamics in Canada (46, 63–66). We developed separate regional probability density functions (PDFs) for each of these disturbance agents based on 1959–2009 natural disturbance statistics. These PDFs were used to generate time series of future area disturbed for each of 24 modeling regions (see SI Text for details). We used projections of future harvest levels from provincial and territorial timber supply planning processes to estimate future harvest rates. We then estimated the managed forest GHG balance distribution with use of a Monte Carlo approach by generating 100 model outputs using combined disturbance time series for fire and insects as input to the Carbon Budget Model of the Canadian Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) (see SI Fig. 3 for details). Last, we resampled combinations of the regional results to generate 500 national estimates per time step for annual distributions (Fig. 1) and 5,000 national estimates for the 2008–2012 average annual distribution (Fig. 2).
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